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Chapter: IV

An Analysis of Arun Sadhu’s Mumbai Dinank in 

Terms of the Stream of Consciousness Technique

Against the background of the analysis and interpretation of Virginia 

Woolfs Mrs. Dalloway, in terms of the major tenets of stream of 

consciousness technique, we have to analyse and interpret Arun Sadhu’s 

Mumbai Dinank in terms of stream of consciousness technique. As in the 

earlier chapter with regard to Mrs. Dalloway, here also a brief comment in 

the plot of Mumbai Dinank is necessary.

Mumbai Dinank is one day happening story by Arun Sadhu. It 

describes the one day in the lives of five major characters—Ayyar, Kishor 

Vaze, Dayanand Panitkar, Di-Casta, and Jivajirao Shinde. The novel is 

divided into ten chapters. Each chapter entitled by the name of the character. 

Each chapter presents one day in the life of that particular character. The 

time span depicted in the novel is from early in the morning to the midnight. 

The story reveals the life and personalities of the five characters. The whole 

story is set in the metropolitan city, Mumbai. In the prologue of the novel 

author describes the time and the city.

The first chapter is about Ayyar who is a chief reporter in the news 

paper Western Star. He starts his day early in the morning at 6.30am. Today, 

his story about smuggling is the front page news in the Western Star. He 

went to office at 9.00 o'clock. As he has expected, he receives many phone
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calls throughout the day regarding the news. He receives phone calls from 

the union leader Di-Casta and Shahane, the secretary of Chief Minister.

He phones to Mrs. Khan for the dinner, because yesterday he has not 

met her. He reminds frequently, that he must meet Sally, because she is very 

ill. With the help of omniscient narrator Sadhu describes Ayyar’s past life. 

He also reveals his physical relations with many women. Ayyar fixes his 

lunch meeting with Mrs. Khan at 1.30, in Blue comer Hotel. Bhandari, the 

Chairman of the news paper threats him because of the news of smuggling. 

Throughout the day he meets Mrs. Khan, enjoys sex, meets Japanese painter 

and thinks several times about Sally. But, when he comes to the office at 6 

o'clock; he gets the news that Sally is dead. In the next chapter that is in 

chapter eight we meet him again. He goes to see Sally and gives the money 

for her funeral. While returning back he goes to see the prostitute 

Mangalabai, without any intention he pays her money. At the end of the 

story he decides to write a story about the smuggling and attack on Di-Casta, 

in detail.

Next chapter introduces the character of Kishor Vaze, who is a clerk 

in the secretariat office. He begins his day late in the morning and decides to 

write a letter to his father and thinks about Nila, his beloved. He decides to 

take the leave because of the train delay. After the lunch in a hotel with his 

friend, Anil, he comes back to his room. In the afternoon, his brother Jayant 

comes to meet him. His thoughts reveal that he feels inferior to his younger 

brother. After the brothers departure he wanders aimlessly on the beach. In 

the chapter seven when we meet to Kishor again we come to know that, he 

goes to meet Nila. But at this time too he can not express his love for her.
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Late in the night he goes to wander with his friend Anil. They watch the 

murder attempt on Di-Casta and rush to rescue him.

The third chapter deals with Dayanand Panitkar, an active member of 

the smuggling gang. His past life is revealed by the interior monologue and 

the omniscient narrator. Today he is engaged with a very secret and 

dangerous work. In addition to this dangerous work he is suspected by 

Metha because he is a former friend of Di-Casta. His thoughts uncover 

many facts about the smuggling world. His wife Sunanda is worried about 

his profession. In the last chapter Mehta’s men kill him.

Fourth chapter reveals the day in the life of union leader Di-casta. 

Through his thoughts we come to know that he is honest with his union. He 

is working hard for poor workers. The author reveals his relations with 

Silvia, Vinita and Nila. The flashback technique reveals his journey from a 

poor worker to the union leader. In the course of the day he meets Ayyar and 

Chief Minister Shinde. Shinde offers him a membership of his party.

The fifth chapter describes the day of Chief Minister of Maharashtra 

state Jivajirao Shinde. His schedule is very busy. Throughout the day he 

attends the inauguration of one company, meeting of cabinet, and meeting 

with Di-Casta and deals with many other things. Throughout his activities he 

forms an impression that he is honest but shrewd political leader. He feels 

nervous when he comes to know that his good friend is also speaking against 

him. At the end of his story we come to know that because of his brother-in- 

law he becomes corrupt.
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Mumbai Dinank explored a new narrative technique in Marathi 

Literature. In the novel, Sadhu uses the Stream of Consciousness technique 

to reveal the past life and personality of the characters. The critics of the 

Marathi literature neglected narrative technique used in this novel. History 

books of Marathi literature describe this novel as a Mahanagariya 

Kadambari. Under this title, only the depiction of metropolitan life is 

emphasized in the novel. The subtle use of direct and indirect monologues, 

soliloquies, and omniscient narrator presents the unique structure of the 

novel.

Sadhu unfolds the day in the life of five major characters. The story is 

presented as a complex web of thoughts. Sadhu interwoven the threads of 

thoughts and produces a unique structure of the novel. In Mumbai Dinank, 

the author places reader in the minds of the characters and explores the chain 

of unspoken thoughts. In fact the action of this novel held partially in present 

and partially in mind. For instance,

“'fTeTT 3RTcl? 35R5H

WTfeFT ^ ciWslte itoTFf vJoHISH Wlcfiqdl

^cjlcl c^TTSJT 3nft5WcT WT

^ cr^r Mr
fMMr hii4mi4h fclMt MMr.” (Sadhu, 1980: 37)

Here the secret thought about Nila and Di-Casta is depicted through the 

character of Kishor. He never tells about his love for Nila to anyone. So he 

feels uncomfortable because of the thoughts of Nila.
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The story begins with the character Ayyar, who is the chief reporter 

of the news paper Western star. The chain of his thoughts explores his 

professional and personal life. In profession he holds a responsible chair. 

The responsibility as a Chief Reporter and concerning abilities and problems 

are revealed through the depiction of his thoughts. On that particular day his 

story about smuggling creates a big issue. Though, the story suggests the 

relation between the politicians and smugglers, there are no direct references 

of any name regarding this issue. He receives telephone calls from CM 

office and a communist leader Di-Casta. His inner working of mind reveals 

that he is not worried about this issue. In this connection chairman of 

Western Star Bhandari also scolds him. Though, he speaks boldly with 

Bhandari, he is worried about the insecurity of his job. For example he 

thinks:

“wrwpKiT sfe igtcfl

WteFUTcT ^T^c?r W& #«0[R r?IM mgm OT#

3TTWTRV RIRTT %R WcTcTt . . . m <t>l^ldl tef

wfM cRcit wtt ^r. . . -^r

STTUcf STFTdqTefr Wmt. ^ cR W ^rfd?.

. .m viTR uftc||cR frrtcT ^cR m

3TTTRI ^ 3TT?tcT. «T^. . ,3TTfrr 3TM

WeT°TR ’’(ibid: 29)

Though, the bulk of his thinking is about his professional life he 

switches over his personal life. Throughout the day, his consciousness flees 

to the thoughts of Sally, his prostitute beloved. It reveals that he is in love
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with Sally. She is ill by an unknown disease and now she is nearer death. 

Thus, he thinks,

“c|FT# cfi5 cfFcgF fctwr^t 3TFF 4>lu|c4l# £ldl#d #oTxT 

F## #oTT fcg ##TT FT# FF-FTF# #F Ff#t

Wet 3Tff#eT €#F #># F#T #eT ^FcT: 3TTcTT m FfFr FRoT 

FI# FTFcf FT# #> 3TTFWF cbdloil #en?'4>ciTc&T 4,>Hell?3TTFW F5FT 

t#oTT *1# ## FT#cT?FTFWxT atiaTORf cR ## # 3TRTT 

#FR 3TT% fcTSTTF^ FFFcT FT# F°T #ef FTft# #o5TcT %o5 

FFc§F TfeT FTft#” (ibid:9)

Last night he could not attend the dinner party with Mrs. Khan, so he 

decides to meet her in the afternoon. His thinking about her reveals that he 

has maintained an illegal relationship with Mrs. Khan. In the course of the 

time he also enjoys sex with her and compares Mrs. Khan with Sally in his 

mind.

Another major character is Kishor Vaze. Kishor is living in a lodge. 

Here narrator describes his daily programme of smoking Charminar cigarette 

and his appearance which he sees in iron mirror of fan. He doesn’t like his 

face in that mirror. He thinks it is the first defeat of the day. His inner 

working reveals his impotency to face the day today problems. Frustration, 

uncertainty and defeatist mind situation have made unhealthy and unpleasant 

life style since thirteen years. He thinks,

“WFFT# 3T# anc-Hpktf, 3TTFTFRT# WFoS, gF#WW# 

c£TTR, 3T1## fctFRI FFFTfcRTT# |tVf?FT# ^14)165 3TT#I WFT#
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Wo5 f^uiaut Wm ^ \3cTcf eft

cffa WJcT ^To5. %t Wo5 3fm §66i||>HI^ f^T^TT^ 3frScT 

3TCffit % ^65 SnqoTO'^ff ctef ^fTWR ^TT%t cJTTCVT

arm arrgtcr....” (ibid: 36)

His thoughts reveal that he wants to write a letter to his father. He 

wants to confess all facts about his life to his father, but he is unable to do 

so. This guilty conscious feeling made him more frustrated and inactive. He 

searches the news of suicide in Western Star, which reveals us that he is also 

thinking about to commit the suicide. His thought also reveals his love for 

Nila and his inability to propose her for the marriage. Thus, through 

depiction of Kishor’s mental state Sadhu reveals many secret facts about his 

life.

The third chapter deals with the life of Panitkar. He is an active 

member of the smuggling gang. His inner thought reveals his journey from a 

poor person to a smuggler. Through his thought Sadhu unfolds the world of 

the smuggling. We come to know that Panitkar wants to leave this 

smuggling business but he cannot escape from this smuggling world. The 

threats and dangers of the smuggling world make him uncomfortable. On the 

very day he is on a special mission but his thoughts reveal that the mission is 

very dangerous. While preparing for the mission he thinks,

“TTOT 3TT%. 37# 3RcRgRTT

cTRicfr? armra wr w? tfrwef ant m at# wi
cfScft 3fM 3RT T R felled I'HN'ia cf>T ^TTcTcf 3TT%? %

^Tc5 cJJT# ctft wf 4>lc*cHM xnf%^. 3FT^t wf

BARR- BAtASAlU-3 l-HA. 0EK‘R UBRARH

shiv/ j: LH/h or.
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t W8 Wl 3TTi? ^SfTeTT^t 

3TT%... ^IMciildl cpr# clft cJRrfT ^efET.” (ibid:86)

The story moves with another major character Di-casta. He is a union 

leader. Through this character Sadhu reveals the world of workers. In 

addition to leadership he is collecting the information about the smuggling. 

Though he is engaged in this work without any fear he feels uncomfortable. 

His inner thinking flees from his political career to his personal life. Through 

his inner thinking author reveals his relations with three different women. 

Though he is interested in his secretary Nila he maintains an illegal relation 

with Vinita. His inner thoughts reveal that he feels guilty about his affair 

with Vinita. Through his thoughts we come to know that he is very loyal to 

his duties. But, he is also conscious about his financial condition. His 

memories uncover his journey from a poor worker to a union leader. His 

inner thought reveals many facts about his career and personal life.

The fifth chapter of the novel deals with the life and personality of the 

chief minister of Maharashtra state, Jivajirao Shinde. Through his inner 

thoughts we come to know that he is a very shrewd politician. The whole 

day is uncovered as he reminds his appointments and meetings of the day. 

He himself is honest and devoted to his responsibility. Through his thoughts 

Sadhu reveals the corrupt world of the politicians around him. He is very 

scared about the case of his brother-in-law, Vasantrao. He uses the name of 

Jivajirao for the illegal works. He is also worried about his impressions in 

the mind of Bapusheb, a senior social leader. He thinks about the case of Di- 

Casta who speaks against his relations with smugglers.
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To depict the inner working of the mind of the character Sadhu uses 

the interior monologue technique. Through the use of this technique he 

reveals many thoughts of the characters without using first person narration. 

For instance,

“RUilicN 3TNcT #cf cf>T? f%xZfT# 1^06 3TFRI cT^T

Weir wm wtcfr. m sttw im? m % am

3P#aTT 3Rf WRcT WT.WToSt ## 3FTT# 3TT%.

mm %*tft wr?t rfi 3tfttcTc?tt ^cwni

q^q^cil 3fl%. % cf>R 3TT%? ^RcTRT #cftcHT

f%«Rfr cUCcf 3R*cT? mm fcTefT Wm?i m
otto cf^t w win? 3n# ^thcr cTR -cfr^raR^ 

tjftftejcft . . m 3TFRT 3RT ^FRRoTT #cT.. . .

cffr *TRIcRT ?<T ^TcT. Weft f%WR ^Tdt. <ft W ^fcfT rfl 

mm frRtw ^jruRos q^eir igtcfr. w 3twStw ^ cn^tr 3#? 

”. (ibid: 224)

The reader is moved smoothly from the external to the internal, from 

one mind to another and from professional to the personal. For example, 

Ayyar thinks about the smuggling story, then his mind turns towards Mrs. 

Khan, then his mind flees to the thoughts of Sally. In a single moment, the 

author describes the chain of thoughts in the mind of Ayyar. Kishor Vaze 

thinks about his frustration then while reading newspaper he thinks about 

Di-Casta, and his mind moves towards Nila. Thus, Sadhu presents the 

unbroken chain of thoughts. Without an indication he moves from thoughts 

to thoughts as they fall upon the minds of the characters.
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This indirect interior monologue of Ayyar reveals his thoughts about 

Sally. These personal thoughts expose without using first person narration. 

Interior monologue allows the author to depict the thoughts of the characters 

without any interference. Another good example of interior monologue is the 

character of Kishor Vaze. The author develops this character with the use of 

indirect interior monologues. Through the interior monologues of Kishor, a 

reader comes to know his frustrated mental state. He is unhappy with his 

life. His timid and coward nature is reflected through his thoughts. He thinks 

more but does nothing. He is not able to take any firm decision, even 

though; he thinks to write a letter to his father at every morning, he fails 

every time.

Panitkar’s interior monologue exposes that he is worried about his 

daughter Jaya. He thinks that she will leave him when she comes to know 

about his profession. He loves his daughter but his thoughts about his wife 

reveal his detached attitude towards his wife. He thinks,

“^pTcfT 3T# ejtefcft cfit anq^Jicii m zffi? uRcrf^ 

Uiwr fit % 'FPToS ^ 3TT%. fitcfrcf UTcTRTcTT

ant. mm icten m wct ^tt#? mm firm
wac^i W vHiPldc^i . . auMc^idi

fcTeTT WTTWEt UTCcT ^cRT 3R£T mm
^cf^txZTT w? ^ mgttf. 3TT^T 3JTU¥ SRcJT cR 3TFRT

(ibid: 85)

This interior monologue reveals that he is emotionally distant from his 

wife. As a husband he only performs his duties but their relationship lacks
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affinity. Here he assesses the self behaviour and sentence a judgment that his 

anger is irrational about his wife. He also confesses that he marries her 

because of his mother’s desire and there is no love such as.

Di-Casta’s interior monologue reveals his confusion about his work. 

He wants to change the total social system but at the same time he is already 

involved deeply in it. He can not keep himself aloof from this system. He is 

very honest with his workers but on the contrary, he cannot stop himself 

from accepting the facilities like car and flat. He feels guilty while accepting 

extra gifts. Thus, his interior monologue reveals his confused thoughts.

The interior monologue of Jivajirao Shinde reveals that he is worried 

about his impression in the ipind of Bapusaheb Joshi. He feels very nervous 

when he reads Bapusaheb’s charges against him, though he is honest. His 

interior monologue reveals that he is also under the tension about the 

activities of his brother-in-law, Vasantrao Jadhav.

The conventional portrayal of character is through external actions, 

situations, physical movements, thoughts and feelings that were the 

immediate cause of the action. Characterization in the Stream of 

Consciousness technique aims at presenting significant moments of their 

awareness. In Mumbai Dinank, Sadhu draws his characters through the 

description of the mental state of the characters. In this novel the author very 

effectively delineates the minds of the characters. While building his 

characters he is using the techniques like interior monologue, soliloquies, 

and omniscient narration. Through all these devices, he unfolds the complex 

layers of the minds. For example, Ayyar’s unbroken flow of the thoughts
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reveals his love for Sally, his relations with Mrs. Khan, and his feeling of 

insecurity in job.

Instead of using the conventional modes like ‘description’ and 

‘narration’ he uses Stream of Consciousness technique and places readers in 

the mind of the characters. For instance, “^TTcfT arreoi %T

£cPJTR ? cTC W#. ^T#. snf&T 3TTcTf ^

eF^r cfRch ? tmo6i WcTT 'Hlcbid. ” (ibid:7) his thinking reveals the 

feeling of loneliness.

Through the description of inner thinking of Kishor Vaze, the writer 

reveals his frustrated mental state and the feeling of defeat. Many layers of 

his personality come in light through his thoughts.

In conventional way of characterization, a writer either tells about his 

characters or simply put them in action. In this novel, the author switches 

over to many techniques of characterization and portraits five different 

characters. Chapter wise he introduces the life and personalities of the 

characters. Sadhu is not just concern with the description of the actions of 

the characters but he places the reader in the mind of the characters and 

perceives their personal thoughts.

Though, these characters are depicted separately under the title of 

their own name, they are related with each other. For example, Ayyar, a 

news reporter is related with Di-Casta in the concern of smuggling story. 

Nila is related with Di-casta as a secretary and with Kishor as a beloved. Di- 

Casta and Panitkar are former friends. But in present situation, Panitkar is an
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active member of smuggling gang and Di-Casta is an active leader of an 

anti-corruption movement. Jivajirao Shinde is related with Di-Casta because 

he openly blames that he himself is involved in the smuggling.

On the primary level, the novel might seem as a separate five stories, 

in second half of the novel the relations between and among the characters 

are revealed.

Another important thing about the characterization is, all the 

characters are sharing the same time and space and many times without any 

relations influenced by the same event. For instance, the smuggling story of 

Ayyar influences the major characters of the novel.

Two absent characters though they are not explicitly developed, 

influence greatly to the thoughts of other characters. Kishor Vaze frequently 

thinks about to write a letter to his father. Ayyar thoughts frequently flee 

towards Sally. Thus, though these characters are not present physically they 

are related mentally.

The major thread that bonds these characters uniquely is the 

omniscient narrator. He is not describing directly the relations between the 

characters but through his descriptions of the thoughts of the characters, he 

explains it. This novel is not describing the external personality, but is more 

concern with the inner self of the characters. K. R. Sawant comments in this 

connection:

“■JIT Wcfgl cAicfdlpn cfrr ycf^f fcrftre JJjTTFl

cdTW Rci^'Wdld cr felvpR

c^cf>^ Mq m tor m%. qrarNr q
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sttwcT wrt yfrcpT wg w# 'Hwk ^rt

wft.” (Sawant, 1974: 12)

Time sequence is another characteristic of the Stream of 

Consciousness novel. In these novels the narrator very deliberately describes 

the time sequence of the story. In Mumbai Dinank, Sadhu explores the story 

of a single day in the lives of five major characters. It is clearly defined 

block of time and space. The title of the novel itself clears the time and 

space of the story. The author in his prologue defines the time and space of 

the novel. “Wit frarfriii WT-^TcT, fcmpft WcT TO

Mg'Scfl arrl” (ibid: prologue) The time is a particular 

day in the lives of five major characters and the space of the novel is the 

metropolitan city, Mumbai.

The story starts with the beginning of the day of five different 

characters. Ayyar’s day starts at 6.30 a.m., Kishor Vaze starts his day after 

8.30 a. m., Panitkar at 5.00 a.m., Di-Casta starts his day after 6.30 a. m., and 

Jivajirao Shinde starts his day at 5.45 a.m.

Throughout the novel, the author describes the time sequence through 

either dialogues or omniscient narrator. The novel can be divided in two 

sections on the basis of time sequence. First section covers the time of 

morning to the evening. And in the second section the time span described is 

evening to the late night. In this context Ravindra Shobhane rightly says,

“aresfrfein 3TTfrl wfapt sfrcHIcftd

frT5P>I cfKloS cTRTfSTT tfldHijRd %
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3kTo5 srerau arrt; uw ut Hruraten
vtecZUcfOT# g® ^rrETcT.cUHT WT srgTcf WIKI ^dcbloA UF§?T 

vdldld anf&F cUTcJ^ cUT UTOTUT ?T ^ ftcRT W

wfr ” (Shobhane, 2007:45)

While following the sequence of the routine life, through memories or 

omniscient narrator author describes the past life of the character. In a single 

day the author covers a large span of time. Thus the flow of time and the 

flow of the narration achieve exquisite unity. Writer’s enlightened sense of 

the passage of time enables him to reach beyond time and space; and reveals 

the complex and unstructured layers of the human psyche. Everything that 

happens in the novel is linked up, through the time and space, with the 

whole, and produces the total structure as it lights up the dark comers of the 

mind.

The space of the novel is Mumbai that adds new dimensions to the life 

described in the novel. The novel deals with the urban problems like 

alienation and frustration. Every major character in this novel is alienated 

not only from society but from himself. What they want becomes less 

important for them and the social consciousness become predominant. These 

are the problems of modem urban life which is described in many other 

contemporary novels. By defining the setting of the novel the author 

suggests the different dimensions of the life.

In the stream of consciousness novel, the plot is not 

emphasizing on the outer events, but it concentrates on the inner world of 

the characters. The story of Mumbai Dinank is the story of five different
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characters. The story develops through the inner working of the mind of the 

characters.

Sadhu believes that the human psyche can not be explored through the 

conventional plot or by following the conventional principles of narration. In 

Mumbai Dinank Sadhu produces the complex mixture of thoughts and 

feelings.

The plot can be divided broadly into two sections containing five 

chapters. But the chronology followed in the first section is not followed in 

the second. In first section the chronology of the characters is, Ayyar, Kishor 

Vaze, Panitkar, Di-Casta, Jivajirao Shinde, whereas in second section the 

chronology of the characters is Di-Casta, Kishor Vaze, Ayyar, Jivajirao 

Shinde and Panitkar. It suggests that there is no any intention of the author to 

follow the chronological order. Though there are chapters they are not meant 

to convey the chronology, but to indicate the point of view only.
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